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THE PANORPOIDCOMPLEX.

Part 2. The AViNn Trichiation and its Relationship to the

General Scheme of Venation.

By R. J. TiLLYAHD. M.A.. D 8c., F.L.S., F.E.8., Linnean

Macleay Fellow of the Society in Zoology.

(Plates Ixvii.-lxix., and Text-figures 17-^14).

If we cut off a small portion of the wing of any archaic Holo-

metabolous Insect, such as, for instance, Archichaiiliodes guttiferufi

Walk., (Text-fig. 22) of the Order Megaloptera, and make a

cleared mount of it, ^ve shall find that, when it is examined

under a high power, both veins and membrane of the wing are

covered with hairs. These hairs will be seen to be developed

equally abundantly upon the upper and under sides of the wing.

This covering of hairs may be spoken of collectively as the

Winy-trichiatimi. Though it is to be found in all Orders of the

Holometabola, it does not occur in all Orders of Insects. It isj

for instance, entirely absent from the wings of the Odonata.

Generally speaking, there may be found upon the wing of any

Holometabolous Insect two types of hairs, which I have already

named microtrichia and macrotrichia respectively (5). These may

be defined as follows:

—

Microtrichia (Gr. [xiKpo's, small; and Opi^, r^txos, a hair) are

minute hairs, generally much curved or hooked, which are de-

veloped in connection with every unspecialised hypoderm-cell of

both upper and under surface of the wing. Hence the}^ occur

indiscriminately and exceedingly abundantly upon veins and

membrane alike. Theii- bases of insertion appear as simple

circular pits, in which, under a very high power, a central per-

foration leading into a very small lumen in the interior of the

hair can be made out. They vary in length from under l/u to
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a. d.

about 30/x, lint in most cases lio between 10/x and 20/x. Similar

hairs are frequently present upon the softer parts of the bod}-,

as, for instance, on the abdominal sutures and pleurto. (Text-

fig. 17, a, cZ).

Macrofrichia (Gr. fiaKpo^, large; and Opi^) are much larger

and stronger hairs, much less abundant, and oidy developed from

large specialised hypoderm-cells (trichogen cells) in connection

with special nerve-endings. They are thus of the nature of

i^ptisillfp, and homologous with similar hairs on othei* parts of the

body. Their bases of insertion are in the

form of raised circular rings, enclosing an

opening in the cuticle, which is continued as

a very definite lumen within the hair, almost

to its very tip. These hairs are almost uni-

versally present upon the main veins and

their branches, less frequently upon the

membrane of the wing, and only in very

special cases upon the true cross-veins. In

several Orders they become evolved, in cer-

tain cases, by a process of flattening, into

scales; but this development is only spasmodic

except in the Order I.epidoptera, where scales

are found universally. (Text-fig. 17,6, c, e,/).

Those macrotrichia found upon the veins

are usually somewhat larger and stronger than those found upon

the membrane, and both series may vary c(msiderably in size

upon the same wing. In different insects, the limits of variation

of these hairs may be placed at from 40/x to over 200/x. Text-

fig. 17 shows two sets of fairly normal hairs, one from Panorpa,

and one from Rhyphus.

It is the purpose of this Part to study the evolution of the

Wing-Trichiation in the various Orders of the Panorpoid Com-

plex. As this is partly dependent upon the state of evolution of

* Hairs from the wings of Panorpa confitsa VVestw., (a-c), and Rhyphus

brecis WaAk., {d-f); a, d, microtrichia; b, e, macrotrichia from wing-mem-

brane; f, /, ditto, from main veins; ( x 375).

a (U)h ^ I

c. e.

Textfiir.l';

f.
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the general plan of the wing-venation, it will be necessary, first

of all, to define the composition of this venation somewhat more

strictly than is usual.

According to the well known, and b}^ now generally accepted,

theory of Comstock and Needham (14), the venation of an insect's

wing has been original^ determined by the courses of the pre-

cedent tracheae, which supply the growing wing-rudiment of the

larva or nymph. From the six main trachete that enter the

growing wing, tliere are thus developed six maiv i^eiiis, known

as the costa, subcosta, radius, media, cubitus and analis, respect-

ively. Someof these main veins may be branched; such primary

brandies are termed sectors.

In the case of a main vein which branches and rebranches

several times, it is clear that the final branchlets may be botli

very small and very numerous. T propose to term such branch-

lets rciuhts. They are to be distinguished from cross-veins (see

below) by the fact that they are always preceded by definite

tracheae.

In contradistinction to a veinlet, I propose to restrict the term

cr^ss-veiit to a short connecting vein which does not form part of

the branching system of any main vein, and is developed inde-

pendently of the precedent tracheation.

It should be clearly understood that there is no reason why

such true cross-veins should not be developed upon any portion

of a wing, and at any thnc, provided the need for them arises.

There is thus, in reality, no difference between true cross-veins

and the so-called false cross-veins, which appear occasionally in

newly-expanded areas of the vyings of highly specialised genera;

as, for instance, in the enlarged humeral area of the hindwing of

Lasiocampa. The only difference between these newly formed

cross-veins and those found in older wings is one of time; where

the geological record is available to us, as in the case of the

Psychoj)sida', the rise of the true cross- veins from a similar origin

is clearly indicated.

In order to appreciate the difference between veinlets and

cross-veins more clearly, I have figured the tracheation and oor-
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responding venation of a portion of the costal area of the fore-

wing of PsycJiopsis degans Guerin, (Text-fig. 18), in which this

difference is very clearly shown. It will be seen that the branches

passing into the costal area from the main subcostal vein (Sc)

are all of the nature of opinleU {ci'l), since they are all preceded

by trachefe. These veinlets are, however, supported by true

eross-vpins {x), which have arisen independently of the trachea-

tion. Also, the narrow areas between tSc, R, and Rs are

strengthened by true crogs-i'plns (a*).

In the known fossils of the Psychopsidcv and allies, we find the

costal veinlets present as in recent forms. I^ut there are no

connecting cross-veins. Hence it is evident that these latter are

a later development, called into existence by the need for

strengthening the enlarged costal area of the wing.

-^^<^^

Text-fig. 18.

Portion of enlarged costal area of fore wing of P.^ychopsis efer/an-'^ Guer.,

( x27), with the corresponding tracbeation (to the left) of the pupal

wing, ( X 60). C, costa; cf, trachet^ preceding the costal veinlets;

crl, costal veinlets; R, radius; Rs, radial sector; Sc, subcosta.

Referrins: aoain to Text fio. 18, we notice a further difference

between the veinlets and the cross-veins. The former, like the

main veins of which they are branchlets, carry a regulai*

series of macrotrichia, ^\'hereas the latter have no macrotrichia

at all. This distinction holds throughout the whole of the

Holometabola, with only two exceptions, viz., the Raphidioidea

49
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and the higher faniihes of tlie Planipennia, in which the macro-

trichia appear upon the cross-veins as well as on the veinlets.

Having now clearly explained the difference between veinlets

and cross-veins, let us now go back to the most primitive fossil

insects, and study the venational scheme that they present to us.

In the oldest known Orders, the Palteodictyoptera and their

allies of the Upper Carboniferous, we find the same scheme of

main veins as in recent insects. The spaces between these main

veins and their branches are, however, filled up with an irregular

meshwork of cellules, quite unlike anything to be seen in the

Holometabola of to-day, though very probably homologous with

the still-existing dense meshwork of cellules to be found in certain

Orders of Hemimetabola, such as the Odonata. To this oriyinal

meshwork of cdhdes, as developed in the Palseodictyoptera and

their allies, I propose to give the name archedictyon. A portion

of a typical archedictyon is shown in Text-fig. 19.

Text-fig. 10.

Portion of wing of the fossil Hypermegethes shuckerti Handl., (Order Palaso-

dictyoptera), to show the archedictj^on; (nat. size).

It is here necessary to disabuse our minds at once of the idea,

if it exists, that the dense venation found in certain Planipennia

is an archedictyon. Practically all known fossils of this Order

(Triassic, Liassic, and Jurassic) have either no or few cross-

veins, and the spaces between their numerous main veins and

branches are devoid of any meshwork. Further, the oldest types

still extant, such as the Fst/chopsidte, If/io)ddce, etc., have no

meshwork present; and it is demonstrable that the apparent
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f'U'(ni-meshwork present in the newer families, such as the Mijrmfh

iid(P. and Asmla^^hidce, is to be traced back to a simpler arrange-

ment of numerous parallel sectors supported b}' cross-veins at

intervals. It is by the zigzagging of these sectors, and the con-

sequent production of innnerous polygonal cellules, that a mesh-

work appearance has been produced.

The essential characters of the original archedictyon, as we
find it preserved in the Paljeodictyoptera, are its irregularity, and

the delicacy of the cemiles (I use this tei'm as distinct from vein-

lets or cross-veins) that form it. Whether these first arose in

connection with precedent fine trachete in the wing-rudiment, or

entirely independently of them, or perhaps partly in one way
and partly in the other, we have now no sure means of proving.

Wecan only say that the irregularity of their courses, and the

fact that, in one fossil at least, macrotrichia hav^e been found to

exist upon them, strongly suggest a tracheal basis.

It is now necessary to show the inter-relationship between the

archedictyon proper, the veinlets and cross-veins of the wing, and

the trichiation. Fortunately all these are preserved together in

the fossil Order Protomecoptera, from the Trias of Ipswich,

Queensland.

Plate Ixvii., figs. 9-10, show portions of the wing of Archipanoiya

magnijica Till., the only knosvn representative of this Order.

Here we may see the archedictyon still complete, but evidently

in a stage preparatory to becoming completely merged into the

wing-membrane. The venules of the archedictyon are not de-

finitely marked out, as in such fossils as HyjJennegethes (Text-fig.

19), but appear rather as simple ridges of the cuticle, not showing

any definite venular structure. In many places, but chiefiv close

to the main veins, and at the angles of the meshwork, there can

be seen rounded or slightly oval tubercles, of a diameter con-

siderably smaller than those seen upon the veins themselves, and,

with few exceptions, less clearly preserved. These are evidently

the bases of insertion of macrotrichia; but, partly owing to the

weak development of the meshwork that carries them, and parti)'

because they apparently lay more fiatly along the wing-surface,
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their bases are not preserved as well as those on the veins, and

very rarely show the two concentric circles which characterise

the base of a stiff and more upright bristle. In ray original de-

scription (5. PI. viii., fig. 6), I gave a diagrammatic figure of a

small portion of the archedictyon of this fossil, much enlarged.

I now consider this figure to be somewhat misleading, in that it

made the macrotrichia of the mesh%vork appear as large and as

clearly marked as those of the veins, whereas they are always

smaller, and in most parts of the wing more difficult to make out.

It will be readily seen from the photomicrographs that it is not

an easy matter to give a correct drawing of this meshwork, and

I think it better simply to give the photographs in this paper.

So w^ell is this fossil preserved, that I have been able to find,

in several parts of the wing, by the use of careful lighting,

definite indications of the fine pitting due bo the presence of

microtrichia. Their bases of insertion are of about the same

diameter as that of the average particle in the grain of the rock,

viz., from 2 to 3/a. From a comparison with the microtrichia of

Panorpa, we may therefore conclude that the length of these

microtrichia was 40/x or more; i.e., considerably larger than an}^

to be seen in existing Holometabola.

Measurements of the beautifully preserved bases of insertion

of the macrotrichia upon the main veins of this fossil show that

the outer diameter of most of them lies between 30 and 40/x.

This is much in excess of the size to be found in the wings of

existing Orders, which seldom exceeds 10/x. Allowing some

expansion due to the pressure upon the wing during fossilisation,

it would still appear that this insect i30ssessed macrotrichia very

much stouter and longer than any now known to exist; their

probable length was between 300 and 400/^. The macrotrichia

upon the archedictyon were evidently smaller, and probably did

not exceed 200/x, their bases of insertion averaging only 20/v..

The cross-veins in the fossil are clearly seen to be developed as

strong struts between the main veins, and are quite independent

of the archedictyon. With the exception of <me or two macro-

trichia that appeal' to have strayed on to them from the latter,
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they are found to be quite free from these hairs. Hence they

show no evidence whatever of liaving been developed ])y straight-

ening out of any portion of the archedictyon. If they had been

so developed, it is clear that they nuist have carried macrotrichia,

which they would receive from the archedictyon itself.

It will be seen, from the fossil Ao'chipanorpa, that the macro-

trichia occurred originally only upon the main veins and their

branches, including the true veinlets, and upon the archedictyon.

Cross-veins and membrane of the wing are alike free from them.

When, however, the archedictyon is abscjrbed into the membrane

(as it is on the point of being, in this fossil), it is evident that

the macrotrichia that originally occurred upon the archedictyon

nuist then become seated upon the membrane. This will explain

their appearance upon the membrane in many Orders of Holo-

metabola. But, if this explanation be correct, then the arrange-

ment of the macrotrichia might be expected to show some signs

of the original design of the archedictyon. If we draw the posi-

tions of a number of macrotrichia in any of the older Holometa-

bola, we shall see that this is the case. For this, it will only be

necessary to refer again to Text-fig. 2 2, in which it will be seen

that the macrotrichia below the main vein there figured tend to

lie along oblique lines similar to the courses of the venules running

out from the main veins in the fossil wing shown in Text-fig. 19;

and, like them, are connected by shorter cross-branches, indicated

by the presence of macrotrichia lying in intermediate positions.

(See also Text-figs. 21, 26, 30, 34).

Further evidence as to how the macrotrichia first appeared

upon the membrane of the wing may be obtained by a careful

study of the pterostigmatic region in the Planipennia. Text-fig.

20 shows this region in Micromm^ tasmanicn Walk. ' The series

of costal veinlets, that fills the costal space in all Planipennia,

originally extended into the pterostigmatic region. Here there

is a gradual thickening of the membrane taking place, with a

correspondingly gradual absorption of the veinlets; all stages of

this process can still be seen going on by studying various species

in the families Hemerohiidoi, Chrysojndce, and Manfispidce. As
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these veinlets cany loacrotricliia, it will be obvious that, as they

disappear, the iiiacrotrichia will become seated upon the mem-

brane.

Text-tig. 20.

Pteiostigmatic area of forewing of Micromua tasiiuini(x Walk,, showing

aphantoneuric condition of the veinlets; { x 15). C, costa; R, radius;

Sc, subcosta.

Thus we see that the evidence both of the fossil Order Proto-

mecoptera and of the recent Planipennia agrees in pointing to

the same conclusion:

—

Macrotrichia icere oriyinaUy carried only

upon the main veins and their branches^ and upon the archedictyon;

they ajypear upon the membrane by absorption of the veinlets or

venules^ carrying thein^ into the membrane of the iviny.

From this we come to the further conclusion that:

—

The

2)resence of macrotrichia upon the inembrane of ivings of oai open-

veined type (i.e., one ichich has no close meshivork of numerous

veins) is to be regarded as evidence of the descent of sack forms

from more deitsely veined forms.

The process by which the archedictyon, or any series of vein-

lets, becomes merged into the membrane, may be termed aphan-

toneurisnt, and veins which are in process of disappearing in

this manner may be called aphantoneuric. It is often possible

to reconstruct the aphantoneuric meshwork, merely by plotting

the positions of the macrotrichia upon the membrane, and join-

ing them up into a polygonal meshwork. Text-fig. 21 shows a

reconstruction of a small portion of the aphantoneuric meshwork

of the Hawk-moth Cceqnosa triangularis Don.

Having now explained how the Wing-trichiation is connected

with the venation in general, we may proceed to trace out the

various lines of evolution within the Orders of the Panorpoid

Complex.
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Order PROTOMECOPTERA.(Plate Ixvii., fig,s.9-]0).

Wehave already described above the condition of the trichi-

atioii in the wing of the Triassic fossil ArrhipaH.orpa, the only

known representative of this Ordej".

It will be seen that

this wing differs from all .'.* -'•* ;•' ;-' *:•.''•'

known Holometabola at ''.
. :

-
; .':..;,.* .-*.* .'•; '.

present existing in hav V'" •. v- ' l',;* •_';.
•''

ing the archedictyon ; '...•' V. '.\- \' ;'':'. '/.

still present, upon all •,•
•'. ;.;'•. •;.' ••.••.."'.• '.'!

parts of the wing-mem- •/:. •'.
.. ..-. .v.-'; "'' .•/•/.

l)rane, in an aphanto- .' v;. '.•:v.*';-. '-': ':'/''
\:

neuric condition, and .*.'. V'v '.
•

J; ;, •; •'•.,

carrying macrotrichia ' •',•;
•

''.' .'•:- ':;-.'r'^r-' -'/'.'

upon it, mostly at the *;; vv '•/.'' \:' •'.' •••*.

junctions of two or more ;•' V-. ;*":'..
.' .•'. ;; -^

venules. '":^ '.'''•'' V .." ••: :'.. '.V

Further, it should be ',"
'.• •.' •'}' /.'

"'','

noted that both macro- V! .'.•."'- '*•".• ::•'.*'
'•

trichia and microti'ichia

are considerably largei- Text-fig. 21.*

in this fossil than in other Holometabola. The tendency towards

reduction in size can be seen to be operating independently in all

Orders; it culminates, in the case of tlie microtrichia, in their

complete elimination from the wings of the higher families of the

Planipennia and Lepidoptera; and, in the case of the macrotri-

chia, in a great reduction in their number and shortening in tlieir

length, in the case of the Diptera and certain Mecoptera.

Order MEGALOPTERA. (Text-fig. 22),

The most archaic members of this family exhibit a near ap-

proach, in arrangement of the trichiation, to that seen in the

Protomecoptera, Wehave selected the genus Archichau/lodes as

* Arrangement of the bases of insertion of the scales on a small portion

of the wing of the Hawk- Moth C'crqaosa triangidaris Don., to show the

pattern of the lost archedictyon; { x 50).
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ail illustraticju (Text-fig. 22); it belongs to the most archaic family

Corijdali.d<t\ of the Suborder Sialoidea.

The arrangement of the trichiatioii differs from that of Archi-

panorpd only in the complete loss of the archedictyoii, and in

the smaller size of both macrotrichia and microtrichia. As has

been already pointed out, if the macrotrichia on any area of this

wing be plotted out, they will still show, by their positions on

the membi-ane, the pattern of the lost archedictyon. There is a

well dcA-eloped series of strong cross-veins supporting the main

A'eiris at wide intervals.

;V;V;>;\Y;^^ fW ^'v''*'V,;'V^\;
of the wing all show macro

^y!M^f^!y^ ^(M 'i"}\'^^U\\ trichia well developed

.

Wm^i^^^xi^^:^^^ When we turn to thethe

specialised genera, we

great advance over

condition seen in Archi-

hanliodes. Take, for in-

still present abundantly all

over the wing, yet the mac-
lext-tig.-i-J. rotrichia have quite dis-

appeared, except round the fringe of the wing, and on the ptero-

stigmatic area.

An advance in a different direction is to be seen in the Sub-

order Raphidioidea, of which the genus Raphidia will serve as

an example. Here the mici-otrichia have completely disappeared,

but the irregular thickening of the wing-membrane remains as

"" Portion of a main vein and surrounding membrane from the wing of

Archichaidiodes giittiferm Walk., to show the trichiation; ( x 100).
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an indication of that disappearance. The macrotrichia have also

disappeared from the niejiibrane, but are still present on the

veins. As a high s})ecialisation, only to be })aralleled in the

highest families of the Planipennia, we note also thai the- macro-

trichia appear for the first time upon the true cross-veins, thus

rendering them indistinguishable from veinlets except by the fact

that they are not preceded by tracheae in the pupal wing.

Wemay sum up the tendency of evolution of the trichiation

in this Order by saying that both njacrotrichia and microtrichia

appear to have been, from the \ ery first, of small size; and that,

although the most archaic genera still show the original arrange-

ment of the trichiation, preserved almost in full, yet reduction

set in very early, leading to the loss of one or other series oi

hairs in all the higher types of the Order.

The wing-trichiation of the Archetype of this Order will be

taken to be similar to that of the archaic genus ArchLchaull(/dt'^,

but with hairs of somewhat larger size.

Order PLANTPENNTA. (Text-figs. I'O, 2:), 24).

The oldest known types of this Order show a wing-trichiation

already specialised in certain directions. Ko traces of the arche-

dictyon are to be found, and macrotrichia have, in every case,

been eliminated from the membrane of the wing (Text-fig. 2 3).

This is easily understood, when we remember that the wing-

venation of the Order early underwent a unique specialisation,

in the form of a ra})id proliferation of sectors of the main veins,

and especially of the branches of the radial sector. This pro-

duced the "Prohemerobiid" type (still to be seen in recent Psi/-

chupsid(r) in which the whole of the wing is covered with numer-

ous parallel longitudinal veins, with few or no cross-veins sup-

porting them. In the very narrow spaces between these veins,

it was clearly impossible for the archedictyon to exist, and the

macrotrichia upon it probably disappeared with it.

Starting, then, from a type having no macrotrichia upon the

membrane of the wing, we find a furtlier specialisation, in the

higher families of this Order, in the complete elimination of the
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micrutrichia. Thus we may (H^•ide the Order into two groups,

as follows:

—

(1 ). 'J'he more archaic families, with microtrichia still present.

These are the Ithoiildw, IIe7)u>rohiidie, Dilaridct, Sisyridcf, Conio-

pteiyyidfc, Fsychojjsidct!, Folystcechetidce^ and Osmylidce.

(2). The more specialised families, witli microtrichia absent.

These are the TrichomatklfP,, Bei'othkln', Chrysopidce, Apochrysidf^',

Mantisjjidff, Nynqjhidce^ Xemopieridie^ Mynnelpontidce, and Asca-

laphidw.

r-^ -_» '^

'rL-xi-ii-.-i;:;.

Portion of a main vein and sunoundint; membrane from the win*; of Mirro-

nms tasinrunrr Walk., to .show the triehiation: ( x 200).

Ill the first group, macrotrichia are never found upon the true

cioss \eins. In the second, we find in the Trirhvmatidw and

Bci-dfli'uhv forms showing the passage of the macrutrichia from

the main veins on to the cross-veins. For instance, in the geiuis

Stt'iiohlplla, the cross veins remain without macrotrichia, as in the

first group. In SpermophorHla, (jne or two isolated macrotrichia

may be found upon most of the cross-veins. In Trichoma, there

is an intense proliferation of mao'otrichia upon the main veins;

and they overflow, not only on to the cross-veins, but also, in

some places, even on to the membrane itself. .Vs this genus is

evidently specialised in its excessive hairiness, there can be little

doubt that this latter occurrence is in the nature of a ca:'nogenetic

development, and is not to be cjnsidered as an archaic survival

of macrotrichia from an original archedictyon.
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A[)art from the two t'anulies dealt with in tlie i)recec]iijti- }»ara-

giaph, all those listed in the second group have the inacrotiiehia

well developed upon the cross-veins.

Another interesting specialisation in this Order is iJic dt-Nel-

opment of .scales, which occur in the family Berothido' Thev

occur upon a more or less restricted area of the hind wing, in the

females only, of the genus Spermoj^horella (Text-fig. 24), and upon

the fringe of the wing in the genus

Isoscelipteroit. They are clearly only

modified macrotrichia.

The Archetype of this Order, then,

may be defined as having had the

archedictyon and its macrotrichia com-

pletely eliminated, owing to the unique

specialisation of the venation : the

macrotrichia, consequently, only oc-

curring on the main veins and their

branches, but well developed : and the

microtrichia also present and of normal

size. From this original type, the line

of evolution runs forward in the direc-

tion of complete elimination of the

mici'otrichia, with subsequent invasion

of the cross-veins by the macrotrichia,

and with the occasional formation of scales (in two cases only).

Text-tig. 24.

Order MECOPTEKA. (Text-fig. 25).

In this (Jrder, microtrichia are always exceedingly well de-

veloped all over the wing. Macrotrichia are found upon the

main veins and their Ijranches, but never upon the true cross-

veins. The archedictyon has been completely eliminated, but its

macrotrichia still persist upon the wing-membrane. (Text-fig. 25).

OwiniT, however, to the small number of macrotrichia that can

* Portion of a main vein fioni middle of hindwing of Sptrmojihorefia

dUiitminata Till., ? , showing normal macrotrichia interspersed with seed-

Hke scales; ( X 90).
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l)e accoiiuiiodated in the somewhat narrow spaces between the

main veins, the original pattern of the archedictyon tends to

bc'cumc lost, and the maci'otriehia of the membrane tend to

become arranged in regular sets occupying the central part of

any closed area of the wing.

The line of evolution in this Order is towards a gradual

elimination of the macrotrichia from the membrane of the wing,

and a reduction in their size elsewhere. In the most archaic

families, such as .Ueropidce (Text-fig. 25) and ChoristidfP. (Plate

Ixix., fig. 13), these hairs are still to be found upon the membrane,

in almost every part of the wing. In the Panorjndce, we may

see the stages of gradual elimination from the basal areas of the

Text-fig. 25.

A single areole from the wing of M<rope tiilx r Newni., to show the Irichi-

ation; ( x 100). Note the absence of luacrotrichia from the two

cross- veins bounding the aieole.

wiiK^ while those left in the more distal areas become, for the

most part, very regularly arranged in rows parallel to the main

veins. In the Naivnochoristida'^ we see a further stage of reduc-

tion reached, the macrotrichia being here entirely absent from

the membrane of the hindwing: while, in the forewing, they only

remain upon the anterior portion of the pterostigma. Finally,

in the highly specialised Bittacidce, all the macrotrichia have
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disappeared from the membrane, while tliose left upon the main

veins have become short, stont spines, resembling those found in

many Diptera.

As the true cross-veins are always weakly chitinised, and

entirely free from macrotrichia in this Order, we have, in the

macrotrichia, a valuable aid in the tracing out of the courses of

the main veins. In many genera, the extreme base of Cuj is

sharply bent up to join M not far from its origin, and so takes

on the appearance of a cross-vein. But the true nature of this

vein is still proclaimed by the pi'esence of well-developed macro-

trichia upon it.

To sum up, then, we may characterise the Archetype of this

Order as differing from that of the Protomecoptera only in the

complete loss of the archedictyon. While the microtrichia remain

constant throughout the course of evolution, the macrotrichia

undergo a gradual reduction in size and number.

Order DIPTERA.
(Plate Ixviii., fig. 12; Plate Ixix., fig. 14, and Text-figs. 26-29).

Wetake this Order next, since it appears to be, on the evidence

of the wing-trichiation, a direct evolutionary derivative from the

base of the Order Mecoptera.

Throughout the Order, microtrichia are present upon the wing.

Macrotrichia are to be found upon the main veins and their

branches; they tend to become reduced both in size and number.

In only one family that I have examined are macrotrichia to be

found upon the membrane, viz., in the Rhyphidcp (Plate Ixviii.,

fig. 12, and Text-fig. 26). In this family, the structure and size

of the macrotrichia are closely similar to those of the older

Mecoptera. The arrangement of the macrotrichia upon the wing-

membrane, however, shows the pattern of the archedictyon much
more definitely than in any existing Mecopteron; so that, on this

character, the Rhyphidce can only be derived from a very early

form of Mecopteron, if they are to be derived from that Order

at all. In this connection, it is interesting to note that the

family RhypJiidct combines within itself characters of both the

Nemocera and Brachycera. This accords well with the condition
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of tlie wiiig-trichiation; and the two characters taken together

suggest that this family represents one of the most archaic types

of Dipteron still existing.*

Text-fig. 26.

Portion of two main veins and the included membrane from the wing of

Rhyphus hreris Walk,, to show the trichiation; ( x l.SO). (See also

Plate Ixviii., fig. 12).

From the type of trichiation still existing in the Rhyphidcf, all

other types to be found within the Order are derivable, by

elimination of the macrotrichia from the wing-membrane. There

are, however, two distinct lines of evolution to be traced, in one

of which the macrotrichia tend to become slender and elongated,

and finally develop into scales; while, in the other, they tend to

become short and stout spines, and also become gradually

eliminated from all except the anterior veins and costal border

of the wing.

As conspicuous examples of the first line of evolution, we may

take the Moth Midges or Psychodkhf. (Text-fig. 27). Here we

see the macrotrichia as slender hairs abundantly present upon

" In this connection, it should be noted that the short vein usually con-

sidered as a cross-vein connecting Cuj with M. in Rhyphn-s is reallj- the

basal piece of M^, since it carries macrotrichia. On the other hand, the

vein below it, usually considered to be the basal portion of Cuj , is a true

cross- vein and carries no macrotrichia.
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all the main veins and their branches. Here and there these

hairs are seen to be slightly flattened out, forming delicate and

narrowly lanceolate scales. The culmination of this same line of

Text-fig. 27.

Two portions of a single main vein from the wing of Psi/choda sp.,

(Hornsby, N.S.W.), to show the triehiation. On the left, normal

maei'otrichia, one or two slightly flattened: on the right (distal end

of vein), narrow lanceolate scales; { x 875),

evolution is to be found in the Ciilicidce (Text-fig. 28), in which

all the macrotrichia, even those along the wing-border, have

become scales; and these scales, in most cases, are of broad form

and specialised sculpture.

Along the second line of evolution, which has been followed

by many families of Nemocera, and also by the whole series of

the Brachycera and Cyclorrhapha, we can follow out the gradual

elimination of the macrotrichia, through such forms as the

Tah(iuid<p, where they are still present in large numbers on the

more anterior veins of the wing, to the higher Cyclori'hapha,

wliei-e they finally cease to exist anywhere except upon tlie costal

border of the wing. Text-fig. 29 shows the type of short, stifle*

seta into which the macrotrichia develop in this line of evolution.

It should be noticed, also, that, concurrent]}' with the broadening

and strengthening of certain veins, the macrotrichia upon them
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liecome arranged two, three, or even four rows deep, so that the

whole vein takes on a spiny appearance. Concurrently with this

chanue in the macrotrichia, we find two lines of evolution of the

inicrotrichia. They either undergo

gradual reduction also, until they

become partly or entirely eliminated,

as in the family Syrphichf: or they may

remain well developed, with a differ-

entiation setting in in the size of the

two series on the upper and lower sur-

faces of the wing. In this latter case,

the microtrichia on the upjjcr surface

increase considerably in size, while

those of the lower surface remain fairly

constant. This de\'elopment takes

place in the Myiodaria, and is especi-

alty Nvell shown in the Muscidce. in

the Blowfly, for instance, the micro-

trichia of the upper surface of the %ving

are quite 30/x in length, and are set in

large, swollen bases, while those of the lower surface are only

about half as long, and have the usual small bases of insertion.

(Plate Ixix., fig.14).

Text-fig. 28.

Text-fig. 29.

Small portion of a main vein from the win^i; of Tabanu.^ sp., (Hornsbj',

N.S.W.), to show the trichiation: ( x 200).

While, therefoi-e, the main mass of the Diptera shows consider-

able specialisation in its wing-trichiation, we have to postulate

* Small portion of a main vein from the wing of a Mosquito, Mncidni<

alternans Westw., 9 , to show scales; { x 200).
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for tliis Ordei", on account of the existence of the arcliaic Rhi/-

phidit', an Archetype similar to tliat of the Mecoptera, but with

the microtrichia somewhat smaller than in that Order.

Older TRICHOPTEHA. (Text-fios.:^(), :',1).

In this Order, the most archaic tj^pes, such as tlie Rhyacophil-

id(f, alread}' show considerable specialisation in their wing--ti'i-

chiation. The archedictyon is always absent, but its macrotrichia

are present upon the wing-membrane, and remain there, on the

whole with ever increasing abunrlance, as we pass to the highest

types within tiie Order. Microtrichia are present throughout

the Order, but are always small, averaging about 5//. in length.

Macrotricliia are present upon the main veins and their branches,

but never upon the few and weakly developed cross-^'eins, except

in the cases where the proliferation of these hairs upon the mem-

brane leads to a secondary invasion of all parts of the wing.

Text-fig. 80.

Portion of two main veins and the included menibiane from the win^ of

Rhyacopltila f/o/-s«//.9 Curtis, to show the tHehiation;( x 10")). (Micro-

trichia are slio;litly exaggerated in this figure).

Tn describing the macrotrichia of the Protomecoptera, we have

already mentioned that those found upon the archedictyon were

50
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somewlmt smaller in size than those upon the veins. This differ-

ence is also to be seen, somewhat more intensified, in the oldei-

types of Trichoptera, as may be seen in' the figure taken from

lihyacophihi dor^<ilis (Text fig. 30). Not only are the macrotrichia

of the veins larger, but they remain for the most part straight

and stifi:', whereas those of the membrane (derived originally from

the arched ictyon), are slenderer, and inclined to be slighth^

curved.

A single line of evoluti(m maybe said to characterise the whole

Order. It consists in the gradual greater and greater prolifera-

tion of the macrotrichia of the membrane, togethei' with various

specialisations of the macrotrichia upon the veins. Thus there

is produced that excessively hairy type of wing that is especially

associated with this Order. In many genera, the stiff bristles of

the veins become reduced, either in part, or altogether, to the

same type of slender flexible hairs that we find upon the mem-

brane; in others, certain sets of hairs, especially at the base of

the cubitus, become erect and bristly. In the Hydroptilid(€, all

the macrotrichia of the forewings become erect and thickened,

while the hindwing develops an exceedingly long fringe.

h

Text-lig.81.

Forms of scales found in Trichoptera : n, a narrow, lanceolate scale, with

sini^le longitixdinal stria, from wing of an unnamed Leptocerid

(Broken Hill, X.S.W.); ( x350): h, a lanceolate scale with three

longitudinal striie from wing of Plectrofarsns (jravenhori^ti Kol.

;

( X 400).

The slender, flexible macrotrichia of the membrane found in

the wings of Trichoptera are exactly comparable with those of

the PsijckodidcH in the Order Diptera (Text-fig. 27). Like them,

thev are easily converted into elongated lanceolate scales. The

simplest type of such a scale is one in which the flattening pro-

duces only suflicicnt width to allow of the development of a single
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longitudinal stria (Text-tig.31/c.). Such scales may be found in

([uitc a number of isolated genera within the Order. Further

broadening leads to the addition of a second, third, or even a

fourth parallel stria. The best developed scales known to me in

this Order are those of the pecuhar genus Plpcfrofrirf<ufi(Text-i\g.

'U,/)), which always show three or four stria\

Certain groups of genera show a tendency to the reduction of

the hairiness of the wings, which is evidently of a secondary

nature. In the subfamily Macro neii tat iiixf, this culminates in

the exolution of a numbei- of forms with the wings almost devoid

of macrotrichia.

In conclusion, the Archetype of this Order must evidently

have had a wing-trichiation closely resembling that of Ehya-

cojjhila, i.e., with the archedictyon absent, its macrotrichia pre-

sent uj^on the membrane, and already differing considerably, in

their smaller size, and slighter, more flexible build, from the

larger and more bristle-like macrotrichia of the veins, Macro-

trichia were absent from the cross-veins, and the microtrichia

were already reduced to a small size.

Order LEPIDOPTEllA.
(Plate Ixviii., fig.ll, and Text-figs. 21, 32-34).

In this large Order, it will only be necessary to study fully

the most archaic types; in the higher families, only the general

trend of the evolutionary effort need be considered.

Wetake, then, first of all, the three families of the Suborder

Homoneura, viz., the Micropterygidce, Prototheoridoi, and Hepi-

alidce. In all (jf these, microtrichia are present, but exceedingly

minute, never exceeding 2/a in length. They have been called

(i.ndexp, in this Order, and an attempt has been made to class

together all those families, in which they occur, as the "Aculeate"

Lepidoptera. They occur in a number of the older families of

the Heteroneura, as well as in the Homoneura. Hence it will

be seen that this method of classification is faulty, and should

not be persisted in. In all the higher families, microtrichia are

no longer present; but it is evident that their loss has been

effected along many lines of advance; and that an association of
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all '•iKJii-aculeate' funiisinto one Suborder would be as unnatural

a grouping as it would also be in the Order Planipennia.

The most striking character of the Order Lepidoptera is the

specialisation of the niacrotrichia as scales, throughout the whole

Order, from the lowest to the highest forms. Although, as we

have already seen, scales are to be found on the wings of other

Orders of Holometabola (Planipennia, Diptera and Trichoptera),

vet in each case they only occur spasmodically, as cases of high

specialisation in one or more isolated groups. But, in the Lepi-

tloptera, the scale-bearing habit is an ordinal character, the only

exceptions to which can be traced definitely to retrogression

(e.^., in the Fsyrhid(t').

%.:.Q.:.

V .

Text-%.32.

.Sniall |)ortion of a main vein and adjacent menilnane from tlie forewing of

rrofof/i«:ora pefrosemfi Meyr., (8. Africa), to sliow the trichiation;

( X 200 1. (From a partiall}^ descaled specimen).

In order to establish the proof that these scales are modified

macrotrichia, it is only necessary for us to study such an archaic

type as FrofotJwora''' (Text-fig. 3 2), in which the macrotrichia

upon the veins remain in their original state of somewdiat flexible

hairs, while the arrangement of the bases of insertion of the

scales upon the membrane can be seen to correspond wdth the

pattern of an original archedictyon. It will also be noticed that

* For the supply of material of this rare genus, I have to thank Dr.

Peringuey, Director of the South African Museum, Capetown.
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the scales that lie closest to the veins are elongate and narrow;

and tluit, tlie further we go away from a vein, the hroader and

shortei- the scales become. Thus we can find, in this one insect,

all stages in the evolution (^f a scale from a macrotrichion present

upon different parts of the wing.

Similar variations in the form of the scales, (X)nnected with

their positions in relation to the veins, are to he found in the

Micropfj'ruyidit' (Text-iig..i.S); Init, in this family, the broader

scales ai-e much more abundant, and may frequently be seen (juite

close up to the veins.

a

Text-tig. 33.

Three types of scales found in the family Micropfery<jid<P', ( x 400) : a, from

Eriocrania sttnipurpvref /a Hteph.; h, from Mnemonica Hnhpurpurella

Haw,; c, from Sahatliica inroii(/nfe//fi Walk. (All three types may
be found upon any one genus).

In the JIf'pialidcc, both narrow, lanceolate scales and moder-

ately V)road, oval ones are scattered all over both membrane and

veins, interspersed with fairly runnerous, slender, flexible hairs,

or macrotrichia which have remained unaltered in form.

It vvill not be necessary, foi- the purposes of this paper, to

follow out the many specialisations to be found in the scales of
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tlie Hetereiieura. Tliese liave already been very fully dealt with

by many authors.

Returning* to the Froiofheoridit, it is of the very greatest

interest to note that traces of the original archedictyon are still

to be found in this archaic family. In Text-fig. 34, and Plate

Ixviii., Hg. 1 1, J show the very definite archedictyon that is to be

seen above the radius. Here, not only do the macrotrichia

(which, in this region of the wing, are all scales, not hairs) show

very clearly the original arrangement of the meshwork, but there

is actually a sliglit thickening and darkening of the membrane

forming the archedictyon itself. Allowing for the difference in

the sizes of the two wings, this condition in Prototheora is closely

similar to that preserved in ArchijKinorpa. Though I have not

. X>""Vv.)»^:. k ^' : .A .9
fl
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Hence we conclude tliat tlie Archetype of this interestinij

Order must have possessed at least some portions of the aphanto-

neuric arcliedictyon; that it also possessed inicrotrichia of small

size; and that the maci'otrichia, though remaining as slender,

flexible hairs upon the veins, were largely interspersed with true

scales upon the wing-membrane, such scales being of elongate,

lanceolate form, with few stride.

Wehave now to review the above evidence, in order to dis-

cover what light it throws upon the Ph^^logeny of the Orders

included in the Panorpoid Complex.

First of all, it must be evident that, as far as the Wing-tri-

chiation is concerned, all six Orders may well have been derived

from a single ancestral Order characterised by the following-

points: presence of an aphantoneuric archedictyon, presence of

microtrichia all over the wing, and pi-esence of well-developed

macrotrichia upon the main veins and their branches, and upon

the archedictyon, but not upon the true cross-veins.

Such a type is preserved in the fossil Archipanorpa from the

Trias of Ipswich, Queensland. This fossil itself, however, cannot

have been the ancestral form, since the Mecoptera, Trichoptera,

and Planipennia, at any rate, are contemporaneous with it, while

the first of these three Orders goes ])ack also into the Permian.

For the actual ancestor we must postulate some unknown type

of the Lower Permian, or possibly even of the Upper Carbon-

iferous; and whether this ancestor is to be considered as belong-

ing to the Protomecoptera or not, will have to depend upon

other characters not dealt with in this Part.

Let us now follow the evolutionary changes of the various

structures of the wing separately.

The Archedictyon : —This undergoes complete suppres-

sion in all recent Orders, except only in a few Lepidoptera, where

distinct traces of the meshwork in an aphantoneuric condition

(but not so well marked as in Archipanorpa) are still to be found.

This is well shown above the radius in the forewing of Proto-

tkeora pHrosema Meyr. (Text-fig.34, and Plate Ixviii., tig. 1 I).
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After the elimination of tlie arcliedictyon, the hases of inser-

tion of the macrotrichia left upon the membrane of tlie wing still

show, fairly plainly, the original pattern of the lost meshwork.

A study of the meshwork in the figures of Prototheora ali-eady

referred to will soon convince us that it is possible to reconstruct

the course of the meshwork with fair accuracy, by joining up

the bases of the macrotrichia along the lines which they still

indicate. The resulting figure will not be correct in all parti-

culars, since some of the cross- venules of the mesh do not carry

any macrotrichia at all, and would therefore be onntted in the

reconstruction; while, in a few cases, the positions of the macro-

trichia are more or less misleading.

In specialised cases where the macrotrichia proliferate freely

on the veins and membrane, as in the case of the higher Hetero-

neurous Lepidoptera, there are always more than sufficient macro-

trichia to ensure an accurate tracing of the original pattern of

the archedictyon. This is well shown in the figures of the Hawk-

Moth Cmqiiosa triangularis Don., (Text- fig. 21). Here it will be

seen that the meshwork, probably while it was still aphantoneuric,

tended to become arranged into almost parallel lines connected

by irregular cross-pieces. It is this tendency, carried to its

highest development, that gives the very regular arrangement of

the scales seen in the Butterflies. But in all cases, by careful

study, it can be seen that the arrangement is a modification of

an original meshwork, and not a series of unconnected straight

lines.

The evidence afforded by the archaic Bhi/phas in the Diptera,

and by both the Homoneura and the older types of the Hetero-

neura in the Lepidoptera, points definitely to the conclusion that

these two Orders, like the less highly specialised Orders of the

Panorpoid Complex, had their macrotrichia arranged upon the

membrane in the original positions which they occupied upon

the aphantoneuric archedictyon.

The Mi c r o t r i c h i a : —Though absent in the higher types

of some Orders, ^.y., Megaloptera, Planipennia, Diptera (a few),

and Lepidoptera (the great majority), yet they are found to be
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present upon the wings of archaic types of all the Orders of the

Panorpoid Complex. The line of evolution is towards reduction

in size in all the Orders, with the single exception of tlie Myio-

daria in the Diptera, where there is an increase in size of the

microtrichia upon the ujyper surface of the wing only, resulting

in the interesting condition found in the Blowfly and allies (Plate

Ixix., fig. 14).

The Macrotrichia : —A study of archaic types, includ-

ing the fossil Archijyamnya, shows us that these were originally

present upon both archedictyon and main veins, but not upon

cross-veins. Moreover, probably because of the comparative

weakness of the venules of the archedictyon, there was, from the

very first, a considerable difference in size between the macro-

trichia of the veins and those of the meshwork. The macrotrichia

of the veins also tended to be more erect than those of the mem-
brane; so that, in the fossil ArchijKinorpa, their bases of in-

sertion show the two concentric circles of the raised disc very

clearly, while those of the meshwork rarely do so.

Weare thus led to expect the following lines of evolution,

which do, in fact, actually take place in the various Orders of

the Complex :

—

(1) If the direction of the evolutionary effort be towards re-

duction, then the macrotrichia on the meshwork should be

affected first, since they are smaller in size from tlie first, and

inserted in less strongly built bases.

As a matter of fact, it will be seen that the tendency towards

reduction in the smaller macrotrichia becomes accelerated in the

course of evolution; so that, in many cases, they become quite

eliminated, while the macrotrichia upon the veins may even pro-

liferate, though usually undergoing some reduction in size as

well, as in the higher Diptera.

(2) If the direction of the evolutionary effort be towards the

formation of scales, then the macrotrichia of the meshwork should

be affected first, since they are in a more favourable condition,

both as regards their delicacy of structure and the condition of

their bases of insertion, to undergo this change.

51
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The formation of scales in the Lepidoptera and Trichoptera

agrees with this; since, in archaic famiHes of the former Order,

and in all scale-bearing genera of the second, we can still find

some at least of the macrotrichia on the main veins remaining

in the form of hairs. Judging also from the tendency, in the

Lepidoptera, for the broadest (most highly evolved) scales to

appear furthest from the veins, while narrow lanceolate scales

are found nearest to the veins, we are led to the same conclusion.

Actually, the covering of scales is not needed so much upon

the veins as upon the membrane, and the original condition of

the macrotrichia is such that the need of the insect is to be met

along the easiest line of specialisation; i.f\, those macrotrichia

whose alteration into scales would most benefit the insect also

happen to be those in the best condition to undergo the change.

In the other Orders in which scales appear (Diptera, Plaiii-

pennia) it should be noticed that they ai'e a comparatively late

effort, which takes place after the macrotrichia have been com-

pletely eliminated from the membrane of the wing. The scales,

in these cases, are formed from the macrotrichia left on the

veins. If these are still somewhat bristly, as in the Planipennia,

a hard, seed-like scale is produced (Text-fig. 24); if, however,

they have become slender and delicate, as in the Psychodidoi and

CnlicidcB, then the resulting scales will resemble very closely

those of the Lepidoptera and Trichoptera.

The changes in position of the maci'otrichia, in connection

with the disappearance of the archedictyon, have been already

dealt with above.

Taking all the above evidence into account, we may reason-

ably come to the following conclusions, as far as the limitations

of this Part of our study permit:

—

(1) The fossil Order Protomecoptera is undoubtedly the most

archaic type known within the Panorpoid Complex, as regards

the characters of its Wing-trichiation.

(2) A single line of descent from the Protomecoptera to the

Mecoptera, and from the very base of this latter Order to the

Diptera, is strongly indicated by the uniform type of trichiation
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found in these three Orders, togetlier with tlie very definite

evolutionary trend towards reduction.

(3) A second line of descent is less definitely indicated, com-

prising the Megaloptera and Planipennia, in which the evolu-

tionarv tendency runs towards early complete suppression of

the inacrotrichia upon the membrane of the wing, and a later

invasion of the macrotrichia from the main veins on to the cross-

veins, culminating in the Kaphidioidea on the one hand, and in

the higher Planipennia on the other. Both Orders may well

have been derived from an early type of Protomecopteron, but

neither of them can be derived from the other. For the oldest

Planipennia have the largest microtrichia, while the oldest

Megaloptera still retain the macrotrichia upon the membrane, a

€ondition which is not to be found within the Planipennia.

(4) As the Trichoptera show a more archaic condition of the

macrotrichia upon the membrane than do most of the Mecoptera,

they can only be derived either from the very base of this latter

Order, or from the preceding Protomecopterous type.

(5) In the Lepidoptera there exist certain types that show

portion of the archedictyon still present in an aphantoneuric

condition: while, in many others, the pattern of the archedictyon

is well preserved. Botli the oldest Trichoptera and the oldest

Mecoptera are in advance of these types. Hence we can only

trace back the Lepidoptera to tlie Protomecopterous or some

similar, extinct type, and may not derive them either from the

^lecoptera or from the Trichoptera.

Tliough the conclusions to be drawn from the structures

studied in this Part are somewhat indefinite in thejnselves, they

will be found to be of considerable value wlien taken in conjunc-

tion with the rest of the evidence. Also, in the study of the

Phylogenies of the families of each separate Order, (which lies

outside the actual scope of this paper), a great deal of vevy valu-

able evidence may be gathered from the Wing-trichiation.

We may conclude this Part by giving, in taljular form, the

principal characters of the Wing-trichiation for the different

Orders

—
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Table of the Condition of the Wino-trichiation
Panorpoid Complex.

* indicates well-developed.

in the Orders of the

present in reduced form, - absent.

Macrotrichia.

Orders and (t roups.
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EXPLANATIONOF PfyATKS LVII.-LXIX.

Plate Ixvii.

Fi2;.9. —Portion of forewin^ of tlie fossil Arrliipanorpa /nat/niffra Till.,

showing the aphantoneurio arohedietyon witli tubercles representing

the bases of insertion of the macrotriehia; also showing portion of

the main veins R„ and R^, with clearly marked l)ases of insertion

of larger macrotriehia, and ci'oss-veins Mithout tlie same; ( x 27).

Fig. 10.—Part of rig.9. further enlarged; ( X 4.S).

Plate Ixviii.

Fig. 1 1 . —Portion of forewing of Protofhconi petro-sema "Sleyr., (Lepidoptera;

S. Africa), showing the radius, with the aphantoneurio arohedietyon

above it, cai-rying scales (macrotriehia); from a cleared mount of a

partiallj'^ de-scaled specimen; ( X 50).

Fig. 1'2. —Portion of forewing of Rhypltu-^ Itreris Walker (Diptera), showing

distribution of microtrichia and macrotriehia; most of the latter

have become detached from their bases of insertion; ( X 400).

Plate Ixix.

Fig. l.*i —Apical portion of forewing of Chorlsia anst rails King, (Mecop-

tera), showing distribution of microtrichia and macrotriehia; notice

the absence of the latter from the cros.s- veins; ( X200).

Fig. 14. —Portion of forewing of Blowfij^ [Galliphora n/losa Desv. ; Diptera),

showing the two types of microtrichia; the larger ones are on the

upper, the smaller on the undersurface of the wing; ( X 60).

(All figures are from photomicrographs, Figs. 9- 10 from the actual fossil.

Figs. 11-14 from cleared mounts of wings*.
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